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Abstract— Firewalls are very important in Internet for providing
security and privacy. Firewalls checks each incoming and
outgoing packets based on its rules set in their policies. As per
the vast requirement of services on internet the rule set in
firewall policies becomes large, so the increasing number of rules
in a firewall policy reduces its throughput. So, optimizing the
firewalls is very important for improving the throughput as well
as network performance. In this paper we propose a novel
privacy preserving protocol that removes the redundant rules
present in two adjacent firewalls that belong to two different
administrative domains, and reorder those rules, in a privacy
preserving way. We implemented our protocol and conducted
experiments. As the result our protocol effectively removed the
redundant rules and enormously improved the network
performance.
Keywords— Cooperative Firewall, Privacy Preservation, Cross
domain, Firewall optimization

I. INTRODUCTION

Firewall is a software or hardware that is designed
to prevent unauthorised access to or from a private
network. Firewalls control incoming and outgoing
network data packets, based on its policy rules set.
Firewall is very essential for any networked
computer. A firewall can help in preventing the
hackers or malicious software from gaining the
access from an authorised computer through a
network or Internet.
Firewall policy management is a challenging task
due to the complexity and interdependency of
policy rules. This is further exacerbated by the
continuous evolution of network and system
environments. The key technical challenge is that
the firewall policies cannot be shared across
domains, because a firewall policy contains
confidential information. Existing policy analysis
tools, such as Firewall Policy Advisor and
FIREMAN, with the goal of detecting policy
anomalies have been introduced. However, Firewall
Policy Advisor only has the capability of detecting
pair wise anomalies in firewall rules and the
Fireman also has limitations in detecting anomalies.
For each firewall rule, FIREMAN only examines
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all preceding rules but ignores all subsequent rules.
So, the process of configuring a firewall is
monotonous. Therefore effective mechanism and
tools for policy management are crucial to the
success of firewalls.
Prior Work on Firewall optimization focuses on
either intra firewall or inter firewall optimization
within one administrative domain only, where the
privacy of the firewall is not a concern. But, in this
we proposed cross-domain privacy preserving
cooperative firewall optimization.
Disadvantages of the existing system are the
number of rules in a firewall significantly affects its
throughput. Fireman can detect anomalies among
multiple rules by analyzing the relationships
between one rule and the collections of packet
spaces derived from all preceding rules but ignore
all subsequent rules when performing anomaly
analysis.
The main objective of this paper is to provide an
innovative policy anomaly management framework
for firewalls, adopting a rule based segmentation
technique to identify policy anomalies and derive
effective anomaly resolutions.
Based on this
technique, a network packet space defined by a
firewall policy can be divided into a set of disjoint
packet space segments. Each segment associated
with a unique set of firewall rules accurately
indicates an overlap relation (either conflicting or
redundant) among those rules.
Advantages of the proposed system are first the
conflicting segments are identified in this
framework. Each conflicting segment associates
with a policy conflict and a set of conflicting rules.
Also, the correlation relationships among
conflicting segments are identified and conflict
correlation groups are derived. Policy conflicts
belonging to different conflict correlation groups
can be resolved separately, thus the searching space
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for resolving conflicts is reduced by the correlation
process.

Cuppens: In this paper, the authors presented a set
of Mechanisms for the managing of anomalies on
distributed network security policies. They had
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
given a set of algorithms for the management of
An Approach for Firewall Optimization in Cross- anomalies within the configuration of single
Domain by Cooperative and Secrecy-Preserving security components and also a set of algorithms for
Manner AUTHORS : Yogita Nikhare, Prof. Anil the management of anomalies between the
Bende: Firewalls are commonly deployed on the configuration of different security components
Internet for securing private networks. A firewall implementing a single, but distributed, security
checks each incoming or outgoing packet to choose policy.
whether to accept or reject the packet based on its
policy. Optimizing firewall policies is necessary for Fast and Scalable Conflict Detection for Packet
improving network performance. The optimization Classifiers AUTHORS:
F. Baboescu and G.
process involves cooperative computation between Varghese: They described an efficient and scalable
the two firewalls with no any party disclosing its conflict detection algorithm for the general case that
strategy to the other. In this paper they explained is significantly faster. In this paper the authors
cross-domain
privacy-preserving
cooperative addressed two important new problems: fast packet
firewall strategy optimization protocol. For any two filter conflict detection and fast rule updates and the
adjoining firewalls belonging to two dissimilar results show an order of improvement over the
administrative domains, this protocol can recognize naive algorithm as well as simplistic extensions.
in each firewall the rules that can be removed
because of the other firewall.
Fireman: A Toolkit for Firewall Modeling and
Analysis AUTHORS: L. Yuan, H. Chen, J. Mai, C.
Discovery of Policy Anomalies in Distributed Chuah, Z. Su, P. Mohapatra, and C. Davis: In this
Firewalls. AUTHORS: E. Al-Shaer and H. Hamed: paper the authors presented a novel static analysis
In this the authors presented a set of techniques and toolkit called FIREMAN, for firewall modeling and
algorithms to automatically discover policy analysis and this FIREMAN applies static analysis
anomalies in centralized and distributed legacy techniques to check misconfigurations, such as
firewalls and the authors aims at the removal of policy violations, inconsistencies, and inefficiencies,
redundant rules in firewalls belonging to single in individual firewalls as well as among distributed
administrative domain, where as the privacy of the firewalls. Their technique is based on the symbolic
firewall policies is not an issue.
model checking using binary decision diagrams to
compactly represent and efficiently process firewall
Trends in Firewall Configuration Errors: Measuring rules.
the Holes in Swiss Cheese AUTHORS: A. Wool:
The first quantitative evaluation of the quality of Firewall Compressor: An algorithm for minimizing
corporate firewall configurations appeared in 2004, firewall policies AUTHORS Alex X. Liu, Eric
based on Check Point Firewall-1 rule sets. In Torng and Chad R. Meiners: The authors proposed
general, that survey indicated that corporate firewall compressor which gives us a framework for
firewalls often enforced poorly written rule sets. compressing firewall rules. They had given an
This article revisits the first survey. In addition to optimal algorithm for compressing one-dimensional
being larger, the current study includes firewalls and systematic solution for multiconfigurations from two major vendors. It also dimensional firewalls.
introduces a firewall complexity. The study's
findings validate the 2004 study's main Complete redundancy removal for packet classifiers
observations: firewalls are (still) poorly configured, in TCAMS AUTHORS: Alex X. Liu, M. G. Gouda:
and a rule -set's complexity is (still) positively The authors had given a necessary and sufficient
correlated with the number of detected condition for identifying all redundant rules in a
configuration errors.
classifier and they presented two algorithms for
detecting and removing the two types of redundant
Complete Analysis of Configuration Rules to rules and they provided that the resulting classifiers
Guarantee Reliable Network Security Policies have no redundant rules after running the two
AUTHORS: J. Alfaro, N. Boulahia-Cuppens, and F. algorithms.
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Many other firewall optimization techniques are
proposed by researchers in different areas.
III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

The figure 1 shows the system architecture.

Fig. 1 System Architecture

All user information will be stored in
Database.
2. When user enters the username and
password then Admin provide a separate
session to that particular Node. Here the
node inserts various types of files and makes
a package, then it converts to XML file and
performs encryption on the package for
securing the data and sends the package to
the rule engine to optimize the firewall
policies.
3. The rule engine receives all the data from
the various nodes and makes list of all the
rules in the particular firewalls through
which the data is being sent.
4. Finally the rule engine will perform various
operations like shadowing, redundancy and
filters the rules thus optimizes the firewalls.

In this the network packet space defined by the
firewall policy can be divided into a set of disjoint The figure 2 shows the execution screen shot of
packet space segments and each segment associated application for firewall optimization.
with a unique set of firewall rules and then
generated correlation groups of conflicting
segments for the anomaly analysis. The major
benefit of generating correlation groups is that
anomalies can be examined within each group
independently, because all correlation groups are
independent of each other.
Especially, the
searching space for reordering conflicting rules in
conflict resolution can be significantly lessened and
the efficiency of resolving conflicts can be greatly
improved. After generating the correlation groups,
risk assessment for the conflicts is performed. The
risk level of conflicts are in turn utilized for both
automated and manual strategy selections. Then to
Fig. 2 Execution screen shot of firewall optimization
resolve the conflicts, the rules in the firewalls will
be reordered.
The order in which the conflicting
Figure 3 shows the comparable results of the
rules are satisfies all action constraints, that must be methodology employed over existing methodology.
the optimal solution for the conflict resolution.
When the conflicts in a policy are resolved, the risk
value of the resolved policy should be reduced and
the availability of protected network should be
improved comparing with the situation prior to
conflict resolution based on the threshold value data
will be received in to the server.
In this, we proposed four modules. The step-bystep procedure is as follows:
1. In the first module, the admin provides the
username, password and the user need to
register a node in the channel to the server.
Fig. 3 Comparison of results
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

Parallel Distrib. Syst., vol. 21, no. 4, pp. 424–437, Apr.
2010.
In this, we proposed a novel privacy-preserving
[16] A. X. Liu, C. R. Meiners, and E. Torng, “TCAM Razor:
protocol for detecting anomalies and redundancies.
A systematic approach towards minimizing packet
We implemented our protocol and conducted
classifiers in TCAMs,” IEEE/ACM Trans. Netw., vol. 18,
no. 2, pp. 490–500, Apr. 2010.
extensive evaluation.
From the results the
[17]
A.
X. Liu, C. R. Meiners, and Y. Zhou, “All-match based
communication cost is less than a few hundred
complete
redundancy removal for packet classifiers in
kilobytes. Our protocol incurs no extra online
TCAMs,” in Proc. IEEE INFOCOM, 2008, pp. 574–582.
packet processing overhead.
To measure the [18] A. X. Liu, E. Torng, and C. Meiners, “Firewall
efficiency, we first processed each synthetic
compressor: An algorithm for minimizing firewall
policies,” in Proc. IEEE INFOCOM, 2008.
firewall and then measured the processing time and
[19]
C.
R. Meiners, A. X. Liu, and E. Torng, “TCAM Razor:
communication cost of two parties and also we
A
systematic approach towards minimizing packet
measured the comparison time for every two
classifiers in TCAMs,” in Proc. IEEE ICNP, 2007, pp.
firewalls, where as our protocol effectively
266–275.
removed the redundant rules and significantly [20] C. R. Meiners, A. X. Liu, and E. Torng, “Bit weaving: A
non-prefix approach to compressing packet classifiers in
improved network performance.
TCAMs,” in Proc. IEEE ICNP, 2009, pp. 93–102.
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